Af�nity Designer
File Bar:
Basics like File,
Edit, Help. Most
of your options
can be found
here if it’s not
currently
showing on the
screen.

Tool Bar:
This set of tools
will be how you
create shapes,
add text,
manipulate
objects, and
draw lines.

Document:
This is the main
area where you’ll
create your shapes.
The box is your
page size.

Info tips: This bar at the bottom shows you how to use
the selected tool, as well as keyboard and mouse
shortcuts to get better control over the tool.

Object
interactions:
This bar has all
of the options for
merging,
aligning, and
arranging your
objects in relation
to each other.

Side Bar:
By default includes
color information,
layers, and object
sizing, but can be
adapted to
include a lot of
other tool options
as you �nd them necessary
to use. You can also add a
second sidebar to the right
of the Tool Bar.
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Terminology

Tips to set up a laser project

Vector/Raster:
These are the two
forms of image a
computer can
display and create.
A
raster image is
�lled with pixels and does not scale up
properly. A vector image is based on lines
and speci�c math based lines that allow the
image to be altered easily and keep its
proportions and visual integrity.
Vinyl cutter: A device that uses a thin knife
to cut a sheet of adhesive backed vinyl into
decals.
Transfer paper: A sheet of adhesive paper
that is applied to a weeded sheet of vinyl to
allow for transferring to the �nal surface.
Fill: The details dealing with the interior color
of a shape or curved line.
Stroke: The details dealing with a line or the
outline of a shape including color, thickness,
and pattern.
.svg (Scalable vector graphic): A vector �le
used as the default save setting in Inkscape.
This is the �le type you should use to save
your images within Inkscape itself.
.eps (Encapsulated Post-Script): An image
format that allows for vector images that
translates better between vector programs.
This is the �le type we prefer you save your
design in to submit it to the Maker Annex.

When using the laser cutter, any
solid object will engrave. Here the
text and the stars will engrave. We
prefer them to be black because it
engraves the best. Then the thin red
line will be cut out. We ask you set
your cut lines to 0.2 pt in Af�nity
Designer and color them red. These
settings guarantee you get the parts
cut that you want cut and engrave
the parts you want engraved.
Thin lines are capable of being engraved, as long as they’re thicker than
0.2 pt.
Any image can be engraved, though pictures are harder than icons or
logos, and the higher the resolution of the image the better the engraved
result will be. While a .jpg or .png will engrave, an .eps or .svg image will
provide a better engraved image due to how the �les work.
If you aren’t cutting your object out of larger material, you don’t need to
worry about de�ning a cut line. You just need your engraved image. For
instance, if you were putting your design onto a photo frame, you wouldn’t
need to cut anything and could just have your image engraved. However, if
you are cutting out of plywood or acrylic, you will need to establish what
your outer cut line is.
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Helpful Tools
When you select an object,
you get a box with dots
around it. Clicking and
dragging on any of the
dark blue dots on the sides
and corners will resize your
object. If you hold SHIFT
you’ll resize proportionally,
and holding CTRL resizes
from the center of the

Grouping connects all the selected
shapes so they move and interact
as one, but are able to be
separated later on if needed. This is helpful if you
want to manipulate a group of objects, but keep
their general appearance together as a whole, even
if it’s only for a temporary use.

object.
The white dot extending out of the top will rotate
your object. Holding SHIFT will snap it to 15°
rotations.

Merging

Add merges the
objects into one
shape.

Merging is a tool that allows you to combine objects into one another or to remove one
object from another to form new shapes. This allows you to get custom shapes from the
basic squares and circles. To use this tool, you select two or more objects that overlap each
other, then select the tool you want to use. The icon gives a small example of what will
happen when you use that tool.

Subtract removes the Intersect leaves just
top object from the the parts that are
bottom object.
overlapping.

Xor removes just the
parts that are
overlapping.

Divide makes unique
objects from the
overlapping sections,
and the parts that
weren’t overlapping as
well.
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Align and Distribute
Align is used to get your objects to properly line up
with each other. You can choose to align everything
vertically or horizontally along the left, center, right,
Once you have two or more items selected, they’ll be
able to be aligned using these tools. Only selected
items will align.
Vertical Align Horizontal Align

Distribute will space your objects out evenly so everything lines up with exact spacing
between them. It takes the two objects on the outside and determines those points as
the boundary, then spaces the remaining objects between these two.

Arrange

Color and Stroke

When you create a new
object, it’s always on top
of any previously created objects. To change this,
you can raise and lower objects so they show
more prominently than others. Think of having a
stack of index cards on your desk. You can
arrange those so one sits over top another by
moving them up or down the stack.

On the right side of your
work space is the color
settings. In the top left of
this panel you have two circles. The
bottom is the �ll which is the color of your
shape which for our shape is red. The top
one is the stroke, which is the color of the
outline around your shape which is black
in this case. To the bottom left is an option
to remove color from either of these.
You also have a tab for stroke that allows
you to change the thickness, style, and
position of the stroke in regards. This can
be used to create dotted lines. Everything
with your stroke is done here, except for
the color.
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Epilog
Zing 24

Laser Cut Examples

Laser Cutter Material Options
Our laser cutter can work with a variety of materials. We
stock the materials seen below such as aluminum, wood,
acrylic, and card stock. If you have another material you
would like to use, please contact the Maker Annex �rst to
discuss these plans. We are open to working with you for
your project design, but we hold �nal say on what
materials are used with the machine.
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Places to Find Projects for Laser Cutting
Thingiverse.com has a lot of
user �les. It tends to skew
towards 3D printing, but
there are a good number of
laser cut designs as well. It’s a
very large website and one
of the �rst places I look when
I want a project that’s
already designed.

Obrary has a lot of laser cut
options. When looking at
their site, be sure to select
“laser” from under the design
tab, or else you may end up
with designs that were
created for a different tool.

Etsy has a lot of options,
though you have to pay for
them. This is a great site to
support some creators that
are working to create
designs.

Submitting a Laser Project
Once your is design ready, you can submit it to
be created at the Maker Annex. Visit bit.ly/
makerannex and click the “Project Submission”
link in the menu. Fill out the form based on the
kind of project you’re creating and include your
�le. We prefer you submit you design as an
.eps �le with your cut lines as .01” and
colored red. Include your library card number,
and where you want to pick up your print when
it’s done. You can pick it up at the Maker Annex,
or any of our other DCDL branches. We will not
ship it to a CLC library for pickup.
There’s a notes �eld below the upload box for
any information you want to include so we can
better know what you want out of your project.
You can also stop by the Maker Annex with your
�le and submit it in person as well.
The price for laser cut materials are $0.10/
square inch (rounded up on each side).
After you submit your project, we will review it
and evaluate it for any potential issues we see
so you have the chance to correct those before
we create the project. If everything looks good,
we will move forward with creating your project.
We will also give you a cost estimate at this
time.
Once your print is completed, we’ll send it to
whichever branch you want to pick it up and
then either email or call you to let you know it’s
ready to pick up. Your noti�cation will be in
whichever method your regular library
noti�cations are sent.
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Terminology
Vector/Raster:
These are the two
forms of image a
computer can
display and create.
A
raster image is
�lled with pixels and does not scale up
properly. A vector image is based on lines
and speci�c math based lines that allow the
image to be altered easily and keep its
proportions and visual integrity.
Vinyl cutter: A device that uses a thin knife
to cut a sheet of adhesive backed vinyl into
decals.
Transfer paper: A sheet of adhesive paper
that is applied to a weeded sheet of vinyl to
allow for transferring to the �nal surface.
Fill: The details dealing with the interior color
of a shape or curved line.
Stroke: The details dealing with a line or the
outline of a shape including color, thickness,
and pattern.
.svg (Scalable vector graphic): A vector �le
used as the default save setting in Inkscape.
This is the �le type you should use to save
your images within Inkscape itself.
.eps (Encapsulated Post-Script): An image
format that allows for vector images that
translates better between vector programs.
This is the �le type we prefer you save your
design in to submit it to the Maker Annex.

Tips to set up a vinyl project

With a vinyl design, any shape will be cut on the outline. So here our
design with some text and stars become an outline when run on the vinyl
cutter. We then weed away the parts we don’t want
keeping just the image we want to use as our decal.
Any image could be cut with a vinyl cutter, though
one that is simpler will cut better. Images with lots of
detail or colors won’t work with the way the machine
functions. The top crown to the right is too detailed to
work with our vinyl cutter. But the one on the bottom
still has a lot of detail, but is a single color image that
is made of bold sections. Images should be simple, but
can still have detail to them.
Likewise, text and shapes that have a lot of thin serifs,
or a script font with lots of thin swoops will not come
out well on a vinyl cutter. Additionally, the smaller the
shape, the harder it is to keep in place and keep looking good.
Letters and shapes done in negative space where you remove the letter
itself can be harder to work with than letters that remain in place, but
are not impossible to do.
Bolder shapes work better, but thinner shapes and
outlines can work if you put it in the right context and
shape. For instance, this rose is all outlines. So
whenever it’s placed on something the color
underneath it will �ll in the lines, which could work
really well depending on the context.
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Vinyl Color Options

Submitting a Vinyl Project

We stock 13 colors of glossy vinyl which works best as an outdoor
application, though can be used on any surface. We also have six colors
of matte vinyl which is better suited for indoor and temporary
applications since it can be removed more easily than the glossy.

Once your is design ready, you can submit it to
be created at the Maker Annex. Visit bit.ly/
makerannex and click the “Project Submission”
link in the menu. Fill out the form based on the
kind of project you’re creating and include your
�le. We prefer you submit you design as an
.eps, .svg, or .jpg �le for vinyl. Include your
library card number, and where you want to pick
up your print when it’s done. You can pick it up
at the Maker Annex, or any of our other DCDL
branches. We will not ship it to a CLC library for
pickup.
There’s a notes �eld below the upload box for
any information you want to include so we can
better know what you want out of your project.
You can also stop by the Maker Annex with your
�le and submit it in person as well.
The price for vinyl decals are $0.05/square
inch (rounded up on each side).

Places to Find SVG Icons
SVG icons work great for vinyl cutting because they have crisp detail
and easily resize to whatever size you need. There are a few places
you can go to �nd good quality SVGs.
• game-icons.net: (Free) A lot of fantasy and sci-� themed symbols.
• iconmonstr.com: (Free) Everyday icons and logos from a variety of
sources.
• thenounproject.com: (Paid) A wide ranging collection of icons for
nearly every topic imaginable. Icons can be bought one at a time, or
a yearly subscription will save you money if you’ll use it a lot.
• etsy.com: (Paid) Collections of themes and ready to cut vinyl designs.
Can range wildly in price depending on the creator. Make sure
you’re buying the SVG �le and not a completed vinyl design.

After you submit your project, we will review it
and evaluate it for any potential issues we see
so you have the chance to correct those before
we create the project. If everything looks good,
we will move forward with creating your project.
We will also give you a cost estimate at this
time.
Once your print is completed, we’ll send it to
whichever branch you want to pick it up and
then either email or call you to let you know it’s
ready to pick up. Your noti�cation will be in
whichever method your regular library
noti�cations are sent.
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